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Every Year 1 child in the country (and Year 2 children that did not meet the 

standard last year) will take a statutory phonics screening check, during the 

period Monday June 10th 2024 to Friday June 14th 2024. 

The focus of the check is to provide evidence of the children’s decoding and 

blending skills, not to test their vocabulary. It is designed to help 

practitioners identify children that may need more support with their 

reading.

What is the Phonics Screening Check?

The check consists of 40 words and non-words that your child will 

read 1 to 1 with a teacher known to them.

Non-words or ‘pseudo-words’ are included to check that children 

can apply the phonics code that they have been learning. 

This means that they are secure in using phonics as a ‘strategy’ 

when faced with an unfamiliar word in their reading.

The check takes roughly between 4 and 9 minutes to complete. 



Half of the words cover phonic skills 

that will have been covered in 

Reception, and half of the words cover 

phonic skills that will have been taught 

in Year 1. 

The children will then be scored against 

a national standard (unknown to 

teachers) but is usually around 32/40.

The school will inform you whether 

your child meets the standard of the 

check.

Children who do not meet the required 

standard in Year 1 will retake the 

phonics test in Year 2.

The national pass rate is 79%.

Example Phonics Screening Check

You can watch an example of the test in 

action here:

You can see an example test from a 

previous year here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPJ_ZEBh1Bk&feature=youtu.be
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/6495b5d783131100132962d0/2023_phonics_pupils_materials_standard.pdf


The colour key shows 

which ‘phase’ that the 

children will have learned 

the grapheme-phoneme 

correspondence in. 

Orange & Pink – 

Reception

Green & Purple – Year 1

Words in Section 1 are 

only made up of the 

grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences in this 

list.

Test Content: Section 1



The colour key shows which 

‘phase’ that the children will 

have learned the grapheme-

phoneme correspondence in. 

Orange & Pink – Reception

Green & Purple – Year 1

Words in Section 2 are made 

up of the grapheme-

phoneme correspondences 

in this list, and from section 

1.

Test Content: Section 2



Teachers are already well aware of which children need extra 

support with their reading and support will already be in place.

This may be in the form of Satellite Challenges, a smaller phonics 

group, bespoke tutoring or interventions.

All children are expected to complete all four phases of the Pip 

and Pap Phonics Programme. If a child meets the ‘Expected 

Standard’ in Year 1, but have not yet finished the programme, 

they will continue their phonics learning into Year 2. This is to 

ensure they have no gaps and can apply all of the code.

Children who do not meet the Expected Standard will continue 

their phonics learning into Year 2 and will continue to receive 

support with their reading skills. This may be in a smaller group 

or at a different timetabled point in the day.  They will retake the 

test into Year 2. For those children who do not pass in Year 2, 

they will not be expected to take the test again, but will continue 

phonics learning.

What happens if a child does not reach the 

Expected Standard?



For children with special educational needs, adaptations can 

be made to ensure pupils can access the text (such as a 

larger font, or coloured paper.)

What happens if a child does not reach the 

Expected Standard?

From ARA 2024 (DfE) 

A very small number of children may be disapplied from 

taking the test, if:

• they show no awareness of  grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences 

• They have not completed the first year of the KS1 

English programme of study

• They have recently moved to the country and are 

unable to understand letters & sounds in English

• they use British Sign Language or other sign-supported 

communication, such as communication boards, to spell 

out individual letters 

• they are non-verbal, or selectively mute

• they have been absent during the check window – if a 

pupil does not take the check during this period and 

returns to school after Friday 21 June, they must be 

recorded as absent

Headteachers make the final decision about whether it is 

appropriate for a pupil to take the check. In any instances when 

pupils are not entered for the check, schools must inform the 

pupil’s parents and should explain their decision to the pupil’s 

parents. 

If appropriate, they should provide the parents with 

documentary evidence to support their decision. Where the 

decision has been made not to administer the check to a pupil, 

schools should also explain how they are helping the pupil to 

learn to decode using phonics.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assessment-and-reporting-arrangements-phonics-screening-check/assessment-and-reporting-arrangements-phonics-screening-check#phonics-screening-check


How can parents help at home?

Parental support is key to helping early reading skills. 

Although your child will be taught discrete phonics at 

school every day, alongside reading, writing and literacy 

lessons, home support really does help!

The key is little and often! If your school offers Pip and Pap 

Phonics workshops, come along!

Reading Rockets (Year 1 pupils should be familiar and 

confident with up to Purple Set 2.) These are available on 

the ‘Family Hub’. Note that ‘Earth Words’ (Common 

Exception Words) are not part of the test.

Practitioners also have access to ‘Booster’ resources as 

part of their subscription to Pip and Pap Phonics. These 

contain ‘real’ and ‘alien’ words linked to a specific set of 

grapheme-phoneme correspondences. These can be shared 

with parents and pupils. 



How can parents help at home?

Past phonics papers can also be found on the Government 

website. We also have our own ‘Pip and Pap’ versions that 

practitioners can download to share with parents as part of 

their subscription to Pip and Pap Phonics.

Continuing to practise home reading books and spellings 

will also support your child.

Practise ‘sound buttoning’ words – adding dots and dashes 

(or planets and comets!) to show single sounds, digraphs 

and trigraphs.

“Phonics Talk” also helps – for example ‘how many sounds 

do you hear in this word’? ‘How many digraphs are in this 

word’? ‘What is the ‘initial sound’, ‘medial sound’, ‘final 

sound’?

There are plenty of websites that generate nonsense words 

for pupils – or make up your own using the grapheme-

phoneme correspondences we have discussed.



What next?

Remember – the phonics screening check does not 

indicate that a child is now a ‘free reader’. There are many 

children who meet the screening standard that still need 

support to read with accuracy and fluency.  Children still 

need to regularly practise applying the code to new words.

Children will still need to read at home and to read aloud – 

to support their fluency, comprehension and prosody skills. 

By the end of  Year 2, children should be reading age 

appropriate books, with out overt sounding out and 

blending, at around 90 words per minute. Any unfamiliar 

words should be sounded out accurately, without undue 

hesitation. 

This video here shows you the ‘Expected Standard’ in Year 

2, with an ‘age appropriate’ text. Children should have 

appropriate reading stamina and be used to reading texts of 

an appropriate length.

Rember to read with ‘EARS’ (Rasinski) – Expression, 

Automatic Word Recognition, Rhythm and Smoothness. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-v3XOsTF33Y


Parent & Child Activity

With your child, can you sort the ‘real’ words from the ‘alien’ words?

Encourage your child to sound button the words and blend them back 

together.

The coloured card shows you which phase each word is from.

(Note – there are no Purple Phase alien words.)

Please note, if you are 

viewing this workshop 

online, you can ask your 

child’s class teacher for a 

copy of the words to 

take home.



Further Information

http://www.pipandpap.com/familyhub
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/6493f867831311000c296124/Information_for_parents_-_2023_phonics_screening_check.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum-assessments-practice-materials
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